
 

 

Red Bank Catholic High School 

Honors Algebra 1 Summer Practice  
 

1. Solve for x         x + =  

2. Solve for x        − x =  

3. Solve for x        x = −  

4. Solve for x        =  

5. Solve for x       = −  

6. The dragonfly is the fastest flying insect.  It can move at a speed of about 50 feet per second.  

Find the approximate time it takes a dragonfly to fly 400 feet. 

7. You divide a bag of trail mix into 8 portions for you and your friends to have as snacks on a bike 

ride.  Each portion weighs 3 ounces.  Find the total weight of the trail mix originally in the bag. 

8. In 1988, Stacy Allison became the first woman from the United States to reach the summit of 

Mount Everest, which is 29,035 feet high.  One year earlier, she and a team of Americans had 

attempted to climb Mount Everest but were forced to turn back at an altitude of 26,000 feet 

due to severe storms.  How close to the summit did Stacy Allison get her first attempt? 

9. In the United States, annual sales of tennis shoes increased by $4 million from 1996 to 1997, 

decreased by $30 million from 1997 to 1998, decreased by $10 million from 1998 to 1999, and 

increased by $15 million from 1999 to 2000.  In 2000, sales of tennis shoes were $520 million.  

Find the sales of tennis shoes in 1996.  

10. A dolphin can swim at a constant speed of 20 miles per hour for long periods of time.  How long 

does it take a dolphin to swim 60 miles? 

11. Solve for x       − = −  

12. Solve for x       − =  

13. During the 2002 regular season of the NFL, running back Michael Bennett played in 16 games 

and average 81 rushing yards per game.  Find his total rushing yards for the 2002 regular season 

14. Solve the equation       − =  

15. Solve the equation      − = +  

16. Solve the equation      − � =  

17. Solve the equation       = ℎ  

18. Solve the equation      − = �+  

19. Solve the equation      = − −  

20. Solve the equation      − = −  

21. Solve the equation       + . = .  

22. Solve the equation       − . = − .  

23. Solve the equation       = .  

24. Solve the equation      . = .  

25. Solve the equation      − . = − .  



 

 

26. Solve the equation      = +  

27. Solve the equation     + =  

28. Solve the equation     − = +
 

29. Solve the equation     − = +  

30. Solve the equation      � − = � + � −  

31. Solve the equation      � − = − + � 

32. Solve the proportion         =  

33. Solve the proportion         =  

34. Solve the proportion         + =  

35. Solve the proportion         − =  

36. Solve the proportion         = +
 

37. Solve the proportion         �− = � 

38. Solve the proportion         + =  

39. Solve the proportion         − = +  

40. Solve the proportion         = +−  

41. An ocean liner travels at a constant speed of 36 miles per hour.  How far does the ocean liner 

travel in 4.5 hours? � = �� 

42. On January 4, 2003, the SOHO spacecraft detected solar wind traveling at about 2 million 

kilometers per hour.  The sun is about 150 million kilometers from Earth.  About how long did it 

take the solar wind to reach earth? � = �� 

43. Solve the equation         − − x + − x − = − x − x 

44. Solve the equation         − x + + x + =  

45. Your family is taking a long-distance car trip.  You begin with 16 gallons of gasoline in the fuel 

tank.  Your car uses 3 gallons of gasoline per hour of driving.  You will stop when there is exactly 

1 gallon of gasoline remaining in the tank.  After how many hours will you need to stop to 

refuel? 

46. A group of 9 friends takes a white-water rafting trip.  The total price of the trip before any 

discounts is $810.  Each person in the group receives a student discount.  The total price after 

the discount is $729.  How much is the discount per person? 

47. A train consisting of 50 cars and one locomotive weighs a total of 4725 tons.  The locomotive 

weighs 125 tons.  All of the cars have the same weight.  Find the weight (in tons) of one car. 

48. Your class has raised $755 for a hunger relief organization.  The organization provides farm 

animals that people can use to produce food.  Your class plans to buy animals for a family 

recovering from an earthquake. 

a. One heifer (a young cow) costs $500, and each flock of chicks cost $20.  If your class buys one 

heifer, how many flocks of chicks can your class buy? 

b. Your class can also buy pigs for $120 each.  If your class buys 1 heifer for $500, how many 

pigs can your class buy? 

c. If your class decides to buy the heifer and pigs as described in (b), does your class have 

enough money to also buy a flock of chicks? 



 

 

 


